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2020
TSL Virtual Cinema
Friday, 7/31–Thursday, 8/13:
GORDON LIGHTFOOT:
IF YOU COULD READ MY MIND

THE FIGHT

TSL Virtual Cinema
Friday, 8/7–Thursday, 8/20:
OUT STEALING HORSES

SONG WITHOUT A NAME

SUNLESS SHADOWS

THE GREEN YEARS (1963)

YOU NEVER HAD IT:
AN EVENING WITH BUKOWSKI

TSL Virtual Cinema
Friday, 8/14–Thursday, 8/27:
A GIRL MISSING

CHANGE OF LIFE (1966)

REPRESENT

TSL Virtual Cinema
Friday, 8/21–Thursday, 9/3:
DESERT ONE

TSL Virtual Cinema
Friday, 8/28–Thursday, 9/10:
GHOST TROPIC

PARKING LOT LIVE!
8:45pm: Outdoor Movie

MY MAN GODFREY (1936)

PARKING LOT LIVE!
8:00pm: Live Music

KAREN SCHOEMER &
ERIC GOULDEN

with TBHQ

PARKING LOT LIVE!
8:45pm: Outdoor Movie

Alfred Hitchcock’s

THE LADY VANISHES (1938)

PARKING LOT LIVE!
8:30pm: Outdoor Movie

Alfred Hitchcock’s

THE MAN WHO KNEW
TOO MUCH (1956)

PARKING LOT LIVE!
8:00pm: Live Music

EMILY RITZ
with Shanekia McIntosh

Two nights in a row!

PARKING LOT LIVE!
8:00pm: Live Music

EMILY RITZ
with Shanekia McIntosh

Two nights in a row!

Virtual Cinema updated
on a continual basis.

Calendar subject to change
For up-to-date listings:
www.timeandspace.org

PARKING LOT LIVE!
8/28 & 8/29

To Be Announced

PARKING LOT LIVE! OUTDOOR MOVIES & MUSIC & PERFORMANCE

MY MAN GODFREY

KAREN SCHOEMER
& ERIC GOULDEN

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

THE MAN
WHO KNEW
TOO MUCH

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

THE LADY VANISHESEMILY RITZ

Art Opening: September 5, 2020
EARL SWANIGAN RETROSPECTIVE

On display in TSL’s renovated gallery space

And don’ t forget to check out
THE MUSSMANN / BRUCE

ARCHIVE WEBSITE
archive.timeandspace.org

2007, collection of Mussmann Bruce

1 5 6 7 8 9
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Friday, 8/14 at 8:45pm, Outdoor Movie: THE LADY VANISHES (1938)
Rain date: 8/16. In Alfred Hitchcock’s most quick-witted and devilish comic thriller, 
the beautiful Margaret Lockwood, traveling across Europe by train, meets a charm-
ing spinster (Dame May Whitty), who then seems to disappear into thin air. The 
younger woman turns investigator and finds herself drawn into a complex web of 
mystery and high adventure. Also starring Michael Redgrave, The Lady Vanishes 
remains one of the great filmmaker’s purest delights. 1938. 1h36m. Tickets $10 
general / $8 member.

Sat., 8/15, 8:30pm, Outdoor Movie: THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH (1956)
Rain date: 8/16. From director Alfred Hitchcock. Dr. Ben McKenna (James Stewart) 
is on vacation with his wife (Doris Day) and son in Morocco when a chance 
encounter with a stranger sets their trip, and their lives, on a drastically different 
course. The stranger, killed in front of the family in the marketplace, reveals an as-
sassination plot to the Americans. The couple’s son is abducted in order to ensure 
the plot is kept secret, and suddenly the mother and father, with no help from the 
police, must figure out a way to get their child back. 1956. 2h. Tickets $10 general 
/ $8 member.

Fri., 8/21 AND Sat., 8/22 at 8pm, Music: EMILY RITZ / SHANEKIA MCINTOSH
Rain date: 8/23. Musician and multidisciplinary visual artist Emily Ritz lives a life 
immersed in creativity. Emily makes tender, exploratory work which draws as 
much on the harmonious swells and hollows of the natural world, as on personal 
experience and internal work around self-acceptance and self-love. A touring 
musician for over a decade, Emily began her musical career in California, forming 
bands Yesway and Honeycomb. After moving back home to Upstate NY, Emily 
self-released her first solo record Pattern Recess in 2018. Opening reading by 
Shanekia McIntosh, a writer, poet and performer raised as a first-generation Ameri-
can by Jamaican immigrants. Her work is inspired by the double consciousness 
of her cultural heritage and the black diaspora; it aims to disrupt and confront the 
historical colonial erasure of black/POC narratives, the contemporary byproducts of 
that erasure, and it’s continued practice today. Tickets $10.

VIRTUAL CINEMA
To access our selection of films available to stream from home, and for up-to-date 
listings, go to www.timeandspace.org/virtual-cinema.

Friday, 7/31–Thursday, 8/13                                                                                       _

Movie: GORDON LIGHTFOOT: IF YOU COULD READ MY MIND
Directed by Martha Kehoe and Joan Tosoni, this film is an exploration of the career, 
music, and influence of legendary Canadian musical icon Gordon Lightfoot (who 
celebrated his 81st birthday in 2020). With unprecedented access to the artist, 
the documentary follows Lightfoot’s evolution from Christian choirboy to troubled 
troubadour to international star and beloved Canadian icon who has sold over 10 
million albums and been nominated for 5 Grammy Awards. 2020. 1h30m.

Movie: THE FIGHT
Only days after the 2017 inauguration of Donald Trump, furious Americans 
gathered at airports across the country in protest of the Muslim ban. It was the 
efforts of the American Civil Liberties Union, waging the fight in federal court, that 
turned the tide, staying the executive order on grounds of unconstitutionality. At this 
defining moment in American history, the documentary follows a scrappy team of 
heroic ACLU lawyers in an electrifying battle over abortion rights, immigrant rights, 
LGBTQ rights, and voting rights. 2020. 1h36m.

TSL UPDATES: INSIDE AND OUT
In July, TSL successfully launched its outdoor event series in the parking lot, where
programs of movies and live music will continue through the summer and into the 
fall. But what’s been going on inside TSL? In addition to our ongoing Comfort Food 
program – which, since March, has served over 5,000 meals, 87% of which have 
been provided at no cost – TSL has renovated the cafe area into an expanded 
gallery space which will open this upcoming Labor Day Weekend. 

Save the Date! Gallery Opening: EARL SWANIGAN RETROSPECTIVE
TSL presents a retrospective of Hudson-based outsider artist Earl Swanigan
(1964 – 2019). The art opening on Saturday, September 5 will include indoor 
viewing (in accordance with limits to group size and overall capacity) and outdoor 
food and entertainment (details to be announced). The show will make available to 
the public many of Earl’s previously unseen works from a variety of private collec-
tions. Please reach out to kevin@timeandspace.org for more information or if you 
are interested in including a work of Earl’s from your own collection. 

RECENT FUNDING
In addition to continuing membership and individual contributions, TSL is proud 
to acknowledge the receipt of foundation support from Furthermore, a program of 
the J. M. Kaplan Fund, and the Mary Norris Preyer Fund. These generous grants 
help TSL continue to serve our community by providing food to those in need, by 
offering music and movie programs outdoors in a safe environment, and by being 
a beacon and leader in this challenging time of disruption and profound change. 
Thank you for your encouragement and support. 

Outdoor Movies and Performance: PARKING LOT LIVE!
TSL offers its spacious parking lot for safe and socially distanced events featuring 
our brand-new outdoor stage and movie screen. Masks required. Capacity limited. 
Ticket includes a chair and social distancing space. Tamales, popcorn, and other 
snacks and beverages for sale. Doors open one hour prior to event time. Online 
ticket sales encouraged at www.timeandspace.org/calendar. Schedule and safety 
guidelines subject to change.

Friday, 8/7 at 8:45pm, Outdoor Movie: MY MAN GODFREY (1936)
Rain date: 8/9. Carole Lombard and William Powell dazzle in this definitive screw-
ball comedy by Gregory La Cava, a potent cocktail of romantic repartee and social 
critique. Irene (Lombard), an eccentric Manhattanite, wins a society-ball scavenger 
hunt after finding a “forgotten man” (Powell) – an apparent down-and-out drifter – at 
a dump. She gives him work as the family butler and soon falls head over heels 
for him. Her attempts to both woo Godfrey and indoctrinate him in the household’s 
dysfunction make for a string of madcap high jinks that has never been bested. La 
Cava’s deft film was the first to garner Oscar nominations in all four acting catego-
ries, and it is one of Hollywood’s greatest commentaries on class and the social 
unrest of the Depression era. 1936. 1h33m. Tickets $10 general / $8 member.

Sat., 8/8 at 8:00pm, Live Music: KAREN SCHOEMER & ERIC GOULDEN / TBHQ
Rain date: 8/9. Karen Schoemer and Eric Goulden are a mismatch made in 
heaven. Their rugged cabaret of original poetry combined with distorted piano, om-
nichord, and guitar drone is at once elegant and deranged, poised yet on the verge 
of falling to pieces. Karen is a poet who performs in the bands Sky Furrows and 
Jaded Azurites. Eric began his recording career under the name Wreckless Eric on 
Stiff Records in 1977 and has continued to record and perform in various guises 
and under various monikers ever since. From 2014 to 2017, Karen and Eric were 
two-thirds of the Schoemer Formation with guitarist and keyboardist Amy Rigby. 
Opening performance by TBHQ, experimental noise improvisation. Tickets $10.

Friday, 8/7–Thursday, 8/20                                                                                       __ 
Movie: OUT STEALING HORSES
November 1999: 67-year-old Trond (Stellan Skarsgård), lives in self-imposed isola-
tion and looks forward to welcoming in the new millennium alone. As winter arrives 
he meets one of his few neighbors, Lars (Bjørn Floberg), and realizes he knew him 
back in the summer of 1948. 1948 – the year Trond turned 15. The summer Trond 
grew up. Based on the bestselling novel by Norwegian author Per Petterson, which 
received several important international awards and was included in The NY Times 
“10 Best Books of 2007 (Fiction).” In Norwegian with subtitles. 2019. 2h2m.

Movie: SONG WITHOUT A NAME
Based on harrowing true events, the story of Georgina, an indigenous Andean 
woman whose newborn baby is whisked away moments after its birth in a down-
town Lima clinic – and never returned. Stonewalled by a byzantine and indifferent 
legal system, Georgina approaches journalist Pedro Campas, who uncovers a 
web of fake clinics and abductions, suggesting a rotting corruption deep within 
Peruvian society. Set in 1988, in a Peru wracked by political violence and turmoil, 
Melina León’s heart-wrenching first feature renders Georgina’s story in gorgeous, 
shadowy black-and-white cinematography, “styled like the most beautiful of bad 
dreams” (Variety). A “Kafkaesque thriller” (Hollywood Reporter) that unflinchingly 
depicts real-life, stranger-than fiction tragedies with poetic beauty. In Spanish and 
Quechua with subtitles. 2019. 1h37m.

Movie: SUNLESS SHADOWS
The documentary takes look at the lives of teenage girls in an Iranian juvenile de-
tention center. Each of the film’s principal subjects is serving time for the murder of 
a male family member. One by one, the filmmaker Oskouei invites them to go into 
a room alone, push the red button on the camera and address their accomplices 
or their victims. With this new confessional approach combined with the ever-
deepening relationships he has with his subjects, Oskouei presents a picture of the 
disenfranchised in this aggressively male-dominated society and of the prison that 
is their shelter from it. In Persian with subtitles. 2019. 1h14m.

Movie: THE GREEN YEARS (1963)
Nineteen-year-old Julio heads to Lisbon from the provinces and gets a job as a 
shoemaker for his uncle Raul. But when he meets Ilda, a confident young house-
maid who becomes a regular shop visitor, his working-class values collide with 
the bourgeois trappings of modern life. Never before released in the U.S., Paulo 
Rocha’s debut film, gloriously shot in black and white, is an extraordinary and 
haunting coming-of-age film. Winner of Best First Film at the 1964 Locarno Film 
Festival. New digital restoration. In Portuguese with subtitles. 1963. 1h29m.

Movie: YOU NEVER HAD IT: AN EVENING WITH BUKOWSKI 
Producer and journalist Silvia Bizio introduces an evening with writer Charles Bu-
kowski by recounting her time with the author and the discovery of an extraordinary 
time capsule that lead to the documentary’s creation. The documentary is based 
on a video interview conducted by Bizio in January of 1981 with Bukowski at his 
home in San Pedro, California. It was a long night of smoking cigarettes and drink-
ing wine with Bukowski and his soon to be wife, Linda Lee Beighle, talking about 
all kinds of subjects, from writers to sex, love, and humanity. The interview was 
shot on Umatic tapes which have been digitized and edited along with new shots in 
Super8 of scenes of Los Angeles today and poems read by Bukowski. 2020. 52m.

Friday, 8/14–Thursday, 8/27                                                                                     __

Movie: A GIRL MISSING
Koji Fukada’s followup to the critically-acclaimed Harmonium, A Girl Missing “is a 
satisfying slow-burn drama expertly told” (Screen Daily). Ichiko is a private home-

nurse who has worked for the elder matriarch of the Oishos for years and regards 
them as her own family. Ichiko’s quiet, routine life is shattered when a young mem-
ber of the Oishos clan is kidnapped. When it is revealed that the kidnapper is none 
other than Ichiko’s nephew, her life begins to unravel in this taut thriller from one of 
Japan’s current cinematic masters. In Japanese with subtitles. 2019. 1h52m.

Movie: CHANGE OF LIFE (1966)
Paulo Rocha’s haunting second feature tells the beautiful and deeply felt story of 
a young man, a veteran from the war in Angola, who returns home to his remote 
fishing village to discover that his former sweetheart is now married to his brother. 
Inspired by his work with Manoel de Oliveira, Rocha “cast” the local villagers as 
themselves, interspersed with experienced actors led by the great Isabel Ruth who 
would go onto become an Oliveira regular and an iconic presence in Pedro Costa’s 
Ossos (Bones). The poetry of the local vernacular is captured in the textured dia-
logue written by fellow Portuguese filmmaker Antonio Reis who met Rocha through 
Oliveira. The film was a critical and commercial success upon release, though it 
would effectively be the last film that Rocha would make for nearly two decades. 
New Digital Restoration. In Portuguese with subtitles. 1966. 1h34m.

Movie: REPRESENT
Equal parts personal and political, the documentary follows three women on 
both sides of the aisle who share the singular goal of improving their community 
through public service. Myya attempts to spark a youth movement and unseat the 
incumbent mayor of Detroit; Bryn, a farmer and working mother in Granville, OH, 
runs for township trustee; and Julie walks a tightrope between her identities as a 
Korean immigrant and Republican candidate for State Representative in a liberal 
Chicago suburb. 2020. 1h33m.

Friday, 8/21–Thursday, 9/3                                                                                       __

Movie: DESERT ONE
Using new archival sources and unprecedented access to key players on both 
sides, master documentarian Barbara Kopple (Harlan County, USA) reveals the 
true story behind one of the most daring rescues in modern US history: a secret 
mission to free hostages captured during the 1979 Iranian revolution. Interviews 
include those with the hostages, soldiers, commanders, and President Jimmy 
Carter. 2019. 1h48m.

Friday, 8/28–Thursday, 9/10                                                                                     __

Movie: GHOST TROPIC
The film follows Khadija (Saadia Bentaïeb), a fifty-eight-year-old Maghrebi cleaning 
woman living in Brussels in the wake of the 2016 bombings that shook the city. 
After work one night, she falls asleep on the last subway train, wakes up at the 
end of the line and has no choice but to make her way home – all the way across 
the city – on foot. Along the way, she has a series of encounters: with a security 
guard, a convenience store clerk, a group of teenagers. She asks for help and 
she gives it and slowly, steadily makes her way. Director Bas Devos’s lightness of 
touch combines with the richness of Grimm Vanderkerckhove’s 16mm images to 
create a small wonder of humanistic storytelling. Ghost Tropic is a testament to the 
everyday drama of immigrant life and insists on the possibility of goodness and 
beauty, even in the dark of night. In French with subtitles. 2019. 1h25m.
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TSL Board: Kim Bach, Claudia Bruce, Meg Cashen, Daniel Karpowitz,
Zuzka Kurtz, Linda Mussmann, Maija Reed, Cheryl Roberts, Patrick Wang.

Staff: General Manager Jeff Marks, and Kevin Gilligan.


